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Focus  
 
The confidence that the high priestly 
sacrificial work of Jesus gives us should 
lead to definite actions in our lives, 
including our relationships in the 
church. Therefore, Christians should 
help each other pursue a life shaped by 
the realities of the cross of Jesus. 

 
 
Read 
Hebrews 10:19-25 
 
 

Listen 
CCNYC teaching on Hebrews which can 
be found on our website 

 
 
As you study this passage on your own or with a small group of others, here are some 
questions for study, reflection, and application.  
 
 

Questions for Review 
(The purpose of these opening questions is to review the passage that was recently 
preached on in order to make sure that everyone understands the basic structure, 
events, people, and point of the passage.) 
 

1. Work through some basic review questions for this passage – for example: 
• What’s the context? (Where are we in Hebrews; the New Testament; and 

the Bible as a whole?) 
• Who are the people and/or situations that this passage is addressing? 
• What clues are there about the author and his circumstances? 
• Is there a conflict or high point in this passage? (What is the structure of 

this passage that builds to that point?) 
• What was the main point or theme of this passage that was identified in 

Sunday’s sermon? 
• What surprises are there in this passage? 

 
 

2. What questions do you still have about this passage that you’d like to 
discuss? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=hebrews+10%3A19-25&version=ESV&interface=print
https://youtu.be/PwKs6IpuQ0w
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Questions for Reflection and Application 
(The purpose of these reflection questions is to help each other not just understand 
what the passage is saying, but to think more deeply about what it means so that we 
can then accurately apply it to our lives today.) 
 
 

1. How do verses 19-21 summarize much of what we’ve already been studying 
in chapters 7-9 (see also 2:14-18)?  

 
 

• In particular, why is it that the blood of Jesus gives us confidence to 
enter into the holy places? Why is this blood language so important? 
 
 

• Furthermore, what does the author of Hebrews mean when he says that 
Christ has opened a new and living way through the curtain? How do 
we enter God’s presence now?  

 
 

2. Why are we able to draw near to God with a true heart and full assurance? 
What keeps you from drawing near to God in this manner? 

 
 

3. In the past, to draw near to God would have meant going into the Most Holy 
Place. What does it actually mean for us today under the new covenant to 
draw near to God?  

 
 

4. What does this tell us about God that we’re commanded (a) to draw near to 
Him and (b) to do so in this manner? 

 
 

5. What is the confession of our hope and why is it important we hold fast to it? 
 
 

6. How does the sacrificial high priestly work of Jesus on the cross for our sin 
motivate us to fulfill the command of verses 24-25? 

 
 

7. What does ‘meeting together’ have to do with stirring each other up to love 
and good works? What’s your habit when it comes to Sunday mornings?  
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8. What are some ways that Christians have helped to stir you up to love and 
good works? How would you like to be stirred up more in your Christian life? 
How is ‘encouragement’ related to this? 

 
 

9. We’re commanded to ‘consider’ how to stir each other up. Meaning, we’re to 
give thought and planning to it. How can you be more intentional in stirring 
others up?  

 
 

10. Plan your next Sunday meeting with the church. What are some very specific 
ways that you can use that gathering to stir up others in our church? 

 
 
 
Ongoing questions to ask of any passage: 

1. Has studying this passage in any way challenged your understanding about 
who God is and what He’s like? If so, how so? 

 
2. In light of studying this passage, is there any behavior or attitude that you 

need to personally address in your life? If so, how specifically will you 
address it? 

 
3. How does this passage help you to love, trust, and worship Jesus more fully? 


